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Problem Statement 
 A Dynamic Data System (DDS) is observed by 
time ordered data: 
X(t,m) = {xt (m )| t = 1,2,3,…,n; m=1..,K} 
 Multi-dimensional in most cases 
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Problem Statement 
 Non-stationary, non-periodic 
 Chaotic deterministic time series whose attractors 
are non-stationary 
 May contain “Events of Interest (events)” 
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 May also contain “temporal patterns” 
 Can we use such temporal patterns to detect events? 
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Problem Statement: 
Temporal Patterns 
 Find temporal patterns in a “Phase Space” 
 p PQ, a vector of length Q 
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Early Work 
 TSDM (Povinelli, Feng and Huang 2002, 2005) 
 A systematic data mining approach  
 Phase space embedding in RPS 
 Search of a single temporal patterns in phase space 
(optimization) 
 Demonstrated effective for a variety of applications  
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 Time Delay Embedding: transformation of time 
series into a Q-dimensional reconstructed phase 
space (RPS) RQ with time delay τ.  
 Takens Theorem: if Q is large enough, the phase 
space is homeomorphic to the state space that 
generated sequence data.  
 Provides a sufficient condition for phase space to 
be embedding of the state space from which time 
series (1) was sampled is that Q is greater than 
twice the dimension of the original state space.  
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The GMM-SVM method 
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Early Work 
 The GMM-SVM method 
 Provides an unique method for detecting temporal 
patterns that are predictive of future events in 
analyzing chaotic and dynamic system data. 
 Successfully been applied to a variety of 
applications. 
 Only for the uni-variate system. 
 Continued work to apply it to the multivariate 
system. 
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Proposed Multiple Reconstructed 
Phase Space (MRPS) Method 
 Search for optimal temporal patterns that are 
characteristic and predictive of events of interest 
in Multivariate Dynamic Data System 
 Estimate the embedding dimension Q and time-
delay τ for each data sequence and define event 
function, g for specific problem 
 Preliminary clustering by Gaussian Mixtures 
 Embed the time sequence into a phase space 
 Find the “optimal” decision boundary within 
Phase Space by objective function optimization  
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Multivariate Phase Space 
Embedding 
 Estimate embedding dimension     and time delay 
for each data sequence  
 
 Construct Multivariate Phase Space by combining 
embeddings of each data sequence into a product 
space 
 
 The dimension  of the multivariate embedding is 
the sum of each embedding dimension 
1, 2,,jX j m= ¼
1 2 , ,( , ,..., , , )i ii ji mi e i= x x x x xX K
jQ jt
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Multivariate Phase Space Embedding(Cont.) 
  Observation matrix can be represented by  
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The multivariate phase space embedding can then be constructed for each time i as 
1 2 , ,( , ,..., , , )i ii ji mi e i= x x x x xX K  
where 1,2, , 1j m= ¼ + and , , ( 1)[ ]j j jji ji j i j i Qx x xt t- - -=x L  represents the phase space 
embedding for jth variable  jx with the time delay  jt  and dimension jQ . The dimension Q of the 
multivariate embedding is the sum of each embedding dimension jQ , .j jQ Q= å  
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The Gaussian Mixture Model 
(GMM) 
 Preliminary labeling by event function g(xt) 
 g(xt)=+1,{xt-Qτ, xt-Qτ-1,…, xt}are potential pattern data 
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Gaussian Mixture Modeling  
 Expectation-Maximization 
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Event Related Pattern
Non-Event Related
mixture components with each component distributed as                    with mean      
     and covariance matrix       , and             is the marginal distribution for ith 
component of the mixtures, with constraints                   .  
( | , ) i ixN
i i  ip 
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Gaussian Mixture Modeling  
 Discriminative Log-odds Ratio  
 A first-stage clustering by posterior estimation 
 Construct a basis function by   
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Optimization for Pattern Detection 
 Goal: Search for an optimal decision boundary that 
classify event related patterns  
 Labeled by event function, e.g. g=±1 
 Embed the filtered data sequence into a phase space 
 Solve the following optimization problem: 
 
       where 
 The new vector x in phase space will be classified as 
a member of the pattern class if  
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 t=0.2s, Q=3 
 Event X(t+1)>10.0 
 500 Second 
 2500 Data Points 
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Lorenz chaotic series 
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 Pattern points in Phase space are labeled 
with the definition of event function 
 Red points are 
related to events 
 Blue points are 
non-event related 
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Lorenz Chaotic Series 
Sludge Volume Index (SVI) Series 
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 Sludge bulking is one of the primary causes of water treatment 
plant failure as the bulking conditions result in exceeding 
discharge limitations.  
 According to U.S. government regulation, a breakout of 150 
will result in a fine.  
 g(xt)=+1 if  
 
 
 31max , , 0ttx x 150.0  
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Lorenz Chaotic (SVI) Series 
A Comparison of Prediction Results of Methods 
        
  Training Set Test Set 
Method 
True Positive 
Rate 
Accuracy 
True Positive 
Rate 
Accuracy 
MRPS 87.45% 99.36% 91.07% 97.01% 
TSDM 62.45% 99.82% 48.65% 96.52% 
ANN 67.00% 89.35% 45.30% 84.59% 
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Sludge Volume Index (SVI) Series 
A Comparison of Prediction Results of Methods 
Method 
True Positive 
Rate 
True Negative 
Rate 
Accuracy 
RPS 82.86% 97.33% 99.09% 
TSDM 54.52% 95.45% 93.27% 
ANN 51.37% 91.85% 90.56% 
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ROC Curve Comparison 
ROC Curve Comparison between methods 
for SVI Dataset 
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Conclusions & Future Work 
 A new MRPS algorithm based on the 
Multivariate Reconstructed Phase Space is 
proposed, for detecting dynamic temporal 
patterns. 
 Provides a discriminative approach that utilizes 
both by Gaussian mixture model and 
optimization technique to classify temporal 
patterns that are statistically correlated with 
events in a dynamic data system.  
 Continued publication and more applications 
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